MacGregor could create DURABILITY, DISTANCE AND THE DX TOURNEY GO TOGETHER TO GIVE YOU A SALES LEADER

Overwhelmed, completely overwhelmed. Last season we couldn't make enough DX Tourneys to meet your demand. This season is different: our second factory is producing them, too. It's your turn to be overwhelmed—overwhelmed filling orders for these distance demons.

For years they said no one could manufacture distance and durability both in one golf ball. But MacGregor did. The durable liquid-center DX Tourney won four straight PGA driving contests. How durable? Golfers* have sent us DX Tourneys that actually averaged 126 holes without a bruise or bite. Special finish makes sure it stays white. That's how durable.

This distance dynamite is sales dynamite, too. Get set to go the way of the sales winner: the DX Tourney, the one ball that does combine distance and durability.

*Names on request

Check these exclusive MacGregor selling features
Power-Pak Center...it's dynamite on drives, increases distance
Permolec Cover...resists scuffing, cutting
Resilocote...special-formula finish keeps the ball white
Torture-Tested...assures distance, durability, accuracy, acceleration
Exclusively Manufactured...in MacGregor's own modern plants

Sold by Golf Professionals only

MacGregor
BRUNSWICK SPORTS
CINCINNATI 32, OHIO
I always take the balls out of the wrapper," says Case. "I think the customer wants me to."

"It would be interesting to know how much pro merchandise is sold through impulse buying," says Tom. "If I wasn't afraid it would cost me some money, I'd put my wearing apparel and hats under cover for a week and find out."

Double Bogie

Lose A Sale and You May Lose A Customer: Case

By JOE GAMBATESE

The worst mistake a golf shop can make is not to have an article available when a customer asks for it. The latter either loses interest in the article or buys it somewhere else. In either case, you've lost that sale, and perhaps future sales. You've lost a customer.

That is the warning of Tom Case, who has run a highly successful golf shop operation at Sedgefield CC, Greensboro, N. C., since 1957.

Don't Buy Enough

While it is important not to overstock and thus avoid severe markdowns at season's end, too many pros — about 85 per cent, according to estimates — lose sales and customers because they underbuy, Case declares.

"Good sales require smart buying, enticing displays and customer service," says Case, who is proud of the apprenticeship he served under two professionals he considers among the most successful pro shop operators — Henry Lindner at Charlotte (N.C.) CC and Harold Sargent, past national PGA president, who is at East Lake CC in Atlanta.

Anticipate Demand

"A pro must anticipate demand and develop a reputation for having anything a golfer wants," Case says. "He must read his mail closely, particularly on new products, and be stocked when demand for new items hits. In this way he establishes a continuing market for new products."

A high percentage of golf shop purchases are made on impulse, and merchandise displays should capitalize on this, Case points out. Articles for sale should be displayed not only in an inviting manner but an intriguing one and be placed within easy reach of the customer.
"Johnny On The Spot"

Service is one of the reasons why most golf courses use STANDARD equipment. 175 full-line distributors cover the country . . . and chances are, that puts a STANDARD man near you. Best of all, this service covers the full STANDARD line . . . everything you need, from Agrometers to Yardage Markers. You'll like doing business with a STANDARD man . . . because he's "Johnny on the Spot" when you want service.

STANDARD MANUFACTURING CO. CEDAR FALLS, IOWA
Bob Mitchell Is GCSA's Champion Golfer

Robert V. Mitchell of Sunset CC, Sappington, Mo., is the new GCSA golf champion, having won the title during the international convention by defeating Jack Trullinger, Green Valley CC, Philadelphia. Mitchell and Trullinger tied at 152 over the 36-hole route and Bob won the playoff, 73 to 77.

The supt's handicap event was won by A. A. Thompson of Ansley CC, Atlanta, with a net of 138. The pro-supt. flight went to Ted R. Sleichter, then of Gettysburg, (Pa) CC, but now pro at Chartwell, Severna Park, Md. He shot a 144.

Members of the Philadelphia section squad that won the team title included Trullinger, Parker Biery, Eagle Lodge GC, Lafayette Hill, Pa., George Scott, Jeffersonville GC, Morristown, and Henry J. Bartholomew, Bethlehem muny. Their aggregate score was 642.

In the Senior competition, C. E. Anderson, Woodhill CC, Wayzata, Minn., and Maj. Fred Bove, Brentwood CC, Los Angeles, tied for first with 162.

The associate member flight was won by William S. Green, Jr., Spruce Pine (N.C.) CC, with a 147. Bob Wren of Jacobsen Mfg. Co. took the exhibitors' flight with a 169 and the guest championship was claimed by H. Ziegenthaler of Miami Valley GC, Dayton, O.

The two-day tournament flights were played at Tamarac CC in Ft. Lauderdale and Palm Aire CC, Pompano Beach.

NOW! FULLY AUTOMATIC!!

"MASTER" — DRIVING RANGE BALL WASHER.

"ONE OPERATION"

Dump dirty balls in hopper, press button — That's all.

Use with or without detergents. Continuous fresh-water rinse.

"Compact Size" 24 inches wide — 54 inches long — 40 inches high.

Hand-fed models also available.

Write for complete literature and prices.

MASTER MACHINE CORPORATION of San Diego
P. O. Box U — 900 W. 13th St. National City, Calif.
CHAMPIONSHIP TURFGRASSES

In just five years T-328 Bermuda has changed the face of golf greens in the Southland. Our firm, leader in Hybrid Bermudas for 15 years, has probably furnished more T-328 for golf courses than all other nurseries combined. The show courses of the South are those we planted throughout with Hybrid Bermudas.

A service tailored for every need

- Fast Express Shipment of Bagged Sprigs
- Truck Fleet for Overnight Delivery of Large Orders
- Loan Service of Specialized Planting Equipment
- Experienced Foremen to Superintend Your Planting
- Contract Sterilization and Conversion of Old Greens
- COMPLETE CONTRACT GRASSING OF NEW COURSES

THE SOUTH’S LARGEST AND FINEST NURSERIES

T-328...T-419...T-57...U-3
Ormond and other Bermudas

PATTEN SEED & TURFGRASS CO.
Lakeland, Georgia
Behind You on Every
Jewel-like in their beauty and quality, continually impressive in their ease of play, the new Ben Hogan POWER THRUST Irons for 1962 will bring to your golf game a refreshing sense of mastery. Their revolutionary POWER THRUST design means greater distance, greater accuracy, more precise ball control. And, behind every shot, you will benefit from Ben Hogan's years of history-making championship golf, and his untiring dedication to producing equipment which constantly approaches one goal: PERFECTION.

BEN HOGAN EQUIPMENT IS SOLD ONLY THROUGH GOLF PROFESSIONAL SHOPS
Are you STYMIED by storage problems?

Vertical storage racks are designed to end bag storage troubles. Bags are racked the way Pros sell them—upright!

No torn pockets
No mildew
No losses or mixups!

Bags stay cleaner — retain shape
Bags stand the way they are built to stand—upright!

Vertical bag storage systems custom designed by Bag Rack Products to fit each club's individual needs.

Look for us in Booths 74-75 at the Chicago Golf Show April 16 — 18 Hilton Hotel — Chicago
When does a caddie actually go to work? That question was presented to a justice of the New York supreme court, Westchester County, recently when he was asked to grant a summary judgment in a case involving injury to a caddie. It was incurred while the boy was alighting from the automobile of the general manager of a golf club. The judge refused to grant the summary judgment in favor of the defendant, saying that the question of whether or not the caddie was an employee of the club at the time of the accident was a question of fact to be determined at a trial in which the club’s customs and usages in handling its caddies could be carefully examined. However, in denying the defendant’s motion for a summary judgment, the judge indulged in some interesting comment on the peculiar status of a caddie as compared with other club employees.

The accident which resulted in the action against the club’s manager is described in the judge’s opinion as follows: “At the time of the accident, the defendant was the general manager of the Hampshire Club, Inc., which operates a golf course in Mamaroneck. For approximately five years prior to the accident, the plaintiff was employed by the club as a caddie. It was agreed that he had caddied at the club on the day prior to the accident.

Defendant’s Memorandum

“The memorandum of law, submitted on behalf of the defendant, states that the caddies were under the supervision and control of the caddiemaster of the club who not only hired and fired them, but assigned them to particular members and players. Caddies were paid by the club for their services at the rate of $2.25 per nine-hole round. In turn, fees were charged by the club to the members. In addition, caddies earned tips from members or players to whom they had been assigned.

“On the morning of Dec. 17, 1959, the defendant picked up the plaintiff in defendant’s automobile and transported him to the country club grounds, where the plaintiff was reporting for an assignment to caddy. The defendant’s automobile came to a stop on Cove Road, a private road maintained by and on the premises of the country club, the exact situs being opposite the first tee. In alighting from the defendant’s automobile, the plaintiff caught his finger in the rear door of defendant’s automobile, suffering a fracture of the terminal phalanx of his left middle finger: . . . ”

Whether the injured caddie should recover as a club employee under the New York Workmen’s compensation law depended upon whether he was an employee of the Club at the time of the accident.

Legal Status Questioned

As the Court put it: “The difficult question confronting the court is not whether a caddie, per se, is an employee, but whether a caddie is to be construed to fit the legal description of an employee at a time after his entry upon the premises of the employer, but prior to his reporting his presence to the caddiemaster.”

The defendant had cited cases from Calif., New Jersey, Ill., and New York, which he contended supported his claim that the plaintiff was an employee of the club at the time of the accident, thus bringing him under the protection of the club’s insurance policy. However, the court pointed out that in each of the cases cited, the caddie had actually reported to a caddiemaster before the accident. In the case at issue, the caddie had not yet reported even though he was on the club’s premises.

Club Custom Considered

In discussing the status of a caddie as an employee, the court continued: “The many additional cases cited to support his position that an employee, injured on the premises of his employer while on his way to work or leaving the premises, where an injury is caused by a co-employee, is subject to the exclusive remedy provided by Section 29, subd. 6 of the Workmen’s Compensation Law, are distinguishable by the very nature of the caddie’s status. While coming within the lowest com-
SAVE MONEY BY INSTALLING THE WORLD’S MOST DURABLE HOLE CUP!

Only TRU-CIZE is made of 99% pure zinc. Which means it never needs replacement due to breakage, rust or corrosion. And zinc gives you three times the tensile strength of cast iron, with considerable less weight. Fact is, TRU-CIZE has a host of premium features that makes other hole cups obsolete.

Precision die cast insure perfection and practically eliminates pulling turf. U.S.G.A. rules and measurements. Water cannot stand in cup. Extra smooth metal surfaces. Superiority proven by years of use throughout the world...

Send coupon for Free Sample and details

TO: Golf & Tractor Equip. Corp.
4866 W. Seneca Tpk., Syracuse 15, N. Y.

Sirs: Please send me a sample TRU-CIZE Hole Cup at no obligation, along with prices, details.

NAME

CLUB

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

mon denomination of the term, ‘employee’, a caddie’s eligibility for treatment as an employee would seem to depend uniquely on his posture at the time of the accident and on the rules, procedure and custom of the club involved.

**Trial Recommended**

“A person serving under a set arrangement, involving fixed hours, could naturally be considered an employee upon entering the premises of his employer to report to work. A caddie, on the other hand, may loiter or linger on the premises of the course for indefinite periods. If his presence and availability are not reported to the caddiemaster, he could hardly be considered to be an employee during such periods.

In stating his theory, the court is not attempting to state that, as a matter of law, the plaintiff herein was not an employee at the time of the accident. What is apparent however, is that an issue has been crystallized here which may not be summarily determined by motion, and which should await a trial wherein the rules, customs and procedures of the particular club may be presented.” (Duck v. D’Angelo, 222 N.Y.S. 2d 578.

**USGA Sponsors Turf, Administration Meetings in Three Cities**

The USGA will sponsor two series of golf conferences, starting the week of Mar. 12, in Washington, Chicago and San Francisco. At each place, the first of the two days will be devoted to “A Business Approach to Course Maintenance”, with the meeting being conducted by the green section. Administration will be discussed on the second day by representatives of golf associations. Invitations have been extended to sectional, state and local golf associations and to the 34 sections of the PGA to have three officials from each group at the informal meeting where rules, handicapping, Junior and Senior programs, etc. will be discussed.

Here is the schedule:

Mar. 12-13 — Washington (Marriott Motor Hotel, Twin Bridges)
14-15 — Chicago (Sheraton Chicago Hotel)
16-17 — San Francisco (Sheraton Palace Hotel)

Morning Deposits of All Mail
Means Better Service
Brandon's Homemade Club
Getting Straightened Out.

In these days of high and easy financing it is refreshing to hear of a golf club that has had to struggle to come into existence. Such an organization is the Neshobe GC of Brandon, Vt.

According to Stan English, who has played an important part in getting the club started and in keeping it going, citizens in and around Brandon were a little skeptical about investing in the new club's stock. Two or three ski tows in recent years had ended on the rocks, a one time course had folded during World War II, but most vivid in the minds of many of the town's residents was the collapse a few years ago of a brush cutting machine company in which they had sunk around $35,000.

But through diligent effort the few hard-rocks who really wanted golf for Brandon finally raised enough money to buy land and get started. They were fortunate indeed in having a fellow like Herb LaRock behind them. LaRock owns the largest logging operation in the state and when it was time to start the backbreaking work of leveling the land he volunteered the use of his heavy equipment as well as a crew to handle it. It wasn't long before the course was ready for seeding.

Steady Improvement

The first season, Neshobe's greens were small and somewhat irregular, if not absolutely rough. But advice from Harvey Drinkwine, supt. of the Middlebury College course, and another area turf specialist, Dick McGahan, helped the Brandon volunteers to get respectable turf growing in 1960. They increased the size of four putting surfaces and completely rebuilt two of them. Last year, too much attention didn't have to be paid to the greens, other than maintaining them, and so time was taken to ring them with sand-traps. The 1961 projects also included the building or rebuilding of several tees. By September, Neshobe's 9-hole course had become the pride of even those who didn't see fit to invest money in it when the sponsors were scratching for financial assistance.

Stan English, though, points out that the “do-it-yourself” project hasn't been a complete and unqualified success. Inexperience caused some setbacks. Too much,
for instance, was spent on the clubhouse. A less elaborate building would have been acceptable until more funds were available. The 19th hole, for example, hasn't been an overwhelming success because Neshobe members, perhaps recognizing that Vermont summers are short, have been more intent on playing golf than leaning on a bar. They have long winters in which to do that, anyway. Another mistake, which proved costly at first but has been corrected, was that the Neshobe members didn't set up a proper bookkeeping system. Money didn't exactly fly out the window, because there wasn't enough of it, but neither was it spent as judiciously as it may have been. About a year ago a new sec.-treas. was installed and order has been introduced to the ledger dept.

Not Enough Meetings
What may be called poor liaison also handicapped the club. The board of directors didn't meet often enough to thoroughly discuss all problems. Committee members weren't fully instructed as to what they could or couldn't do when placed in charge of a project and, as a result, either went too far or were criticized for not doing enough. Where professional help isn't running a club, says English, more attention should be paid to operating details than Neshobe's board was able to give them. But this, too, is being straightened out.

Generally, everyone connected with the club is satisfied with the way it has been run so far in spite of the shortcomings mentioned above. Undoubtedly, 1962 will see most of the rough edges completely smoothed out and then all of the members will be able to devote more time to what was originally intended — playing golf.

New York PGA School
Second annual New York PGA Business School will be held Apr. 12-13 at the Powers Hotel in Rochester. It is being sponsored by the Western, Central and Eastern N.Y. PGA sections. Armand Lanutti of the Western section is the school chmn. and the director is John Budd of Bradford, Pa. Pros and their assistants from upstate New York as well as Western Pennsylvania are eligible to attend. Speakers will include Bill Schaffner, Burke Golf Equipment Co., Newark, O.; Bill Kaiser, Hillerich & Bradsby Co., Louisville, Ky.; Bill McCune, McConnelsville, N.Y.; Bob Smith, Albany, N.Y.; and Frank Comisso, Albany.

### Rotary Pop-up

**Rain-O-Mat**

Rotary Pop-up is the compact of golf course sprinklers! No cumbersome gears. Simple construction. Easy to buy. Easy to install. Easy to maintain. Install with automatic controls for no more than old fashion quick-coupling manual systems. Yet Rain-O-Mat Sprinklers are so precision built, give such uniform coverage, that they are backed by an exclusive 5-year guarantee!

**Write today for 12-page brochure.**

Dealer inquiries invited.

11701 E. Washington Blvd., Whittier, Calif., OXbow 3-5214